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Abstract.

Superconducting generators can help to reduce the cost of energy for large offshore

wind turbines, where the size and mass of the generator have a direct effect on the

installation cost. However, existing superconducting generators are not as reliable

as the alternative technologies. In this paper, a linear test prototype for a novel

superconducting claw pole topology, which has a stationary superconducting coil that

eliminates the cryocooler coupler will be presented. The issues related to mechanical,

electromagnetic and thermal aspects of the of the prototype will be presented.
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1. Introduction

Average size of offshore wind turbines is constantly increasing in an effort to reduce the

installation and maintenance cost per MW. The aim of the industry is to manufacture

10 MW wind turbines; for this purpose various superconducting generator designs have

been suggested [1, 2]. In previous studies, it has been proposed that superconducting

generators have the potential to significantly reduce the tower head mass for 10 MW

offshore wind turbines [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Superconducting generators have higher torque

densities compared to conventional generators thanks to the increased specific magnetic

loading, which is a result of high MMF generated by the superconducting field windings.

A mass comparison between HTS and conventional generators are presented in [9]. It

is showed that 10 MW, 10 rpm HTS machines weight around 100–150 tonnes compared

to 300–350 tonnes of direct-drive permanent-magnet generators.

However, affordability is always a primary concern for the superconducting power

applications [10] and the success of the superconducting technologies in renewable energy

market is directly related to the cost vs. performance values compared to existing mature

technologies [11]. It should be noted that it is not only the initial cost of the generator

that should be taken into account, but also the maintenance and the repair cost, which

can be significant in harsh offshore environment. However, the issue of reliability of

superconducting machines is usually ignored in most of the proposed designs. Another

neglected topic in superconducting machines is the structural mass, which is expected

to be much higher than conventional machines due to increased magnetic attraction

forces. In order to address these two issues, a new topology has been proposed in [9],

in which a modular claw-pole topology and a stationary superconducting field winding

are used.

The advantages of the proposed topology compared to other superconducting

machine designs can be listed as:

• The machine has a stationary superconducting field winding, which means: no

cryocoupler, no brushes or brushless exciters, no vibrational or rotational forces

acting on the SC coil. Thus the reliability of the machine is improved.

• The machine uses significantly less superconducting coil due to iron-cored structure

and loop-shaped field winding. It is shown in [9] that just 15 km of MgB2 wire is

required for a 10 MW machine.

• The machine has two armature windings that can be operated independently. Thus,

the modularity is increased.

However, the proposed topology has a few drawbacks as well:

• Although, the proposed design is still lighter than direct-drive permanent-magnet

generators, due to iron-cored structure of the proposed topology, the cost reduction

is not as significant as the other superconducting machine types.

• The proposed machine is expected to have a low power-factor, which is a drawback

of transverse-flux machines in general.
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In this paper, details of a linear prototype that has the same claw-pole topology

presented in [9] will be presented. The main aim is to address practical issues in

the structural and thermal design that can create problem in the full-scale rotational

machine. Although, the linear generator is produced as a scaled-down version of

a rotational machine, it is also possible to apply the linear topology as a linear

superconducting generator (e.g. for wave energy converters).

2. Linear Prototype

A linear machine prototype is designed and manufactured to prove operation of the

superconducting claw pole machine topology. The main idea is to generate the magnetic

field using a stationary superconducting field winding, and to obtain varying magnetic

field in the armature coils by modulating the field flux and using claw-pole shaped iron

cored rotor. The main sections of the linear prototype are presented in Figure 1a and 1b.

The translator, which consists of modular claw poles, is placed between the armature

core and the field core, which supports the stationary superconducting field winding.

During operation, the magnetic field created by the superconducting coil is diverted to

the armature core and to the concentrated armature coils. The translator, field core

and armature core are manufactured using electrical steel laminations.

The linear machine is modelled with 3D electromagnetic FEA software. Figure 1c

and 1d shows the flux density distribution and flux vectors in the machine when the

field core is excited. It can be seen that the claw poles are heavily saturated (up to

1.84T) and link the field core with the armature core. Since the magnetization direction

of each claw pole does not change with the position of the translator, the core loss in

the translator is negligible .

3. Mechanical Aspects

In most electrical machines, there is a magnetic attraction force between rotor and

stator, which tries to close the air-gap clearance. The mechanical structure of the rotor

must be stiff enough to withstand this pressure, which can be calculated using the

normal component of the Maxwell Stress:

P =
B2

ag

2µ0

N/m2 (1)

where Bag is the flux density magnitude in the air-gap, and µ0 is the permeability

of air. The pressure is around 200 kN/m2 for a typical electrical machine where the air

gap flux density is around 0.7 T. However, this pressure increases to 1600 kN/m2, if the

flux density is raised upto to 2 T, which can be achieved in a superconducting machine.

Due to increase in these attraction forces, the structural loads will increase in a

superconducting machine, which will require a significant amount of added structural

mass in order to maintain the air-gap clearance. One may argue that, in rotational

machines the forces acting on the rotor are cancelled due to the rotational symmetry,
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(a) Schematic of the linear claw pole
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(b) Side view.
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vectors in the linear prototype

(d) Flux density vectors (side view).

Figure 1: Linear claw-pole superconducting machine design.

however, it may not be the case due to eccentricity or any other non-symmetries due to

machine topology.

The total mass of the translator (see Figure 1) is approximately 15 kg, which

imposes a gravitational force of 150 N in the -Y direction (downwards). The translator

of the linear prototype is supported by four linear bearings and can be moved freely.

Magnetic attraction forces are existent on the both sides of the claw-pole (i.e. between

the armature core and the field core). However, forces on the lower gap are higher due to

concentrated flux density. Thus, the orientation of the translator is turned upside-down

to cancel the gravitational force with magnetic attraction forces. When the machine

is excited in this configuration, the Maxwell stress acting on the translator is 305 N in

the +Y direction (upwards). Thus, the net force acting on the translator is changing

between -150 N and +155 N in Y direction and the forces are kept within limits for the

linear bearings.

4. Superconducting Coil & Support Structure

There are a few suitable materials for superconducting generators such as: YBCO,

MgB2, NbTi and BSCCO. Properties and cost of these materials are compared in

[10]. In the linear prototype, superconducting coils that are used previously in the

Hydrogenie project (an EU-funded project on development of a 1.7 MW superconducting
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(a) CAD model of the coil support (b) Photo of the fibreglass support.

(c) Photo of the linear prototype

Figure 2: Support structure for the superconducting field winding.

hydroelectric power generator [12]) are used. The winding, which employs Bi-2223 tape

conductor, has 200 turns, 50 cm length and 25 cm width. The superconducting tape is

rated at 145 A (self-field at 77 K).

The superconducting coil is fixed to the main frame using a stack of

1/8” thick cryogenic grade fibreglass cut-outs as shown in Figure 2. The

NP500CR(EU)/G10CR(US) fibreglass material has been chosen because of its certified

ability to withstand temperatures down to 4 K while providing a satisfactory balance

between structural strength and thermal insulation capabilities. This material has

been proven in many structural applications in cryogenic systems where low thermal

conductivity was of importance [13]. The sheets are made of a special halogen-free
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(a) Temperature Distribution. (b) Heat Flux.

Figure 3: Thermal FEM analysis of the coil assembly.

resin, which retains its properties at very low temperatures and prone to cracking due

to embrittlement.

Another issue is the different thermal expansion constants of G10-CR and A304

steel. If uncompensated, it will lead to loosening of the fastener upon the cool-down

and result in a faulty joint. Bellevue (spring) washers positioned on both sides of

fibreglass stack to eliminate this problem.

5. Thermal Aspects

Thermal FEA simulations are performed on the support structure to calculate heat

flux, temperature distribution and Van Misses stresses due to thermal contraction. The

temperature distribution in the superconducting coil is presented in Figure 3a. The shear

stress (Y direction) in the support structure is found to be 77 kPa and the bending stress

(Z direction) is 66 MPa, which gives a safety factor of 6. The simplified Van Misses

stress is found as 82.3 MPa (See Figure 3a), which gives a safety factor of 4.8. There are

regions of significant stress concentrations around the mounting holes, which are due to

a small contact area of compressed spring washers. This can be avoided by using the

secondary flat washer, which will spread the compression force on greater area. Another

outcome of the FEM simulations is the heat flux distribution as presented in Figure 3b.

The average values for heat flux are: 800 W
m2 for the short arm (0.6 W total), and 1000 W

m2

for the long arm (0.76 W total).

The main mode of heat transfer through the support arm is the conduction in

fibreglass, which can be calculated as 1.37 W using the FEA simulations. The vast

thermal gradient necessary for superconducting systems requires the use of Multi Layer

Insulation (MLI) in order to minimize the cooling cost. The design has a 10 mm spacing

between cold and warm parts, which will be filled with MLI blankets. Based on the MLI

performance values supplied in [14] and with a conservative working pressure of 1 Pa,
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the expected radiation heat flux through the 10 mm MLI blanket can be calculated as

5.4 W/m2:

Q′′
in =

kMLI∆T

LMLI

=
0.0002 · (300 − 30)

0.01
≈ 5.4 W/m2 (2)

Finally, the full system simulation allows to predict the temperature distribution,

which has been presented in Figure 3a. Based on the worst case scenario with all heat

loads doubled (MLI thickness is halved to 5 mm, where the heat load of the current

leads is 4 W) the maximum temperature of the coil is below 57 K, which satisfies the

design specifications.

6. Current Leads

The current leads have to supply 60 A from a warm environment into the HTS coil.

The total heat loss in the current leads is the resultant of material conduction and

ohmic heating. In large scale applications it is possible to use a hybrid resistive-

superconducting current leads. However, in this case a simple resistive copper connection

with a thermal intercept and a thick copper heat sink should be utilized to minimize

the heat loss into the HTS coil.

The built-in power connectors are extended by screwing copper parts, which are

used to clamp into cooling pipes with a thin lining of Kapton foil to provide an electrical

insulation. Kapton foil provides high electric insulation properties (up to 7.7 kV) at a

very small thickness (0.0254 mm). The completed attachment system is presented in

Figure 4a.

7. Actuator & Crysotat Integration

The whole linear machine is planned to be placed into a big vacuum chamber (see Figure

4b), which has a diameter of 2.4 m and height of 1.2 m, as shown in Figure 4c with

the vacuum pumps and the helium cryocooler. Since, the entire machine is placed in

vacuum, a linear actuator is required to move the translator during tests. A vacuum

graded stepper motor and a lead-screw assembly(see Figure 4a) are used for this purpose.

The chosen motor is a Phytron VSS42.200, which generates 0.09 Nm torque at 1.2 A.

The instruments are interfaced through a Subminiature-D 25-pin connection embedded

in a LF-63 flange.

Due to lack of thermal convection in vacuum the joule heating in the copper supply

cable becomes a significant issue. Furthermore, commonly used insulation materials

such as thermoplastics and poly-carbonates are not suitable for the use in vacuum

due to degassing issues. Although, Teflon based materials are usually used in vacuum

applications, a self-manufactured Kapton insulation of bare copper wire is preferred in

the current project. Two parallel copper wires each carrying 30 A are chosen. The

heat load and temperature distribution along the 2 m cable, with a cold end fixed

at 30 K, are presented in Figure 5. Residual-resistivity ratio (RRR) of the copper is
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(a) Linear prototype with HTS coil and the cooling

pipes

(b) Linear prototype positioned in the vacuum chamber

(Diameter of the cryostat is 2.4 m, height is 1.2 m).

(c) Vacuum chamber with helium cryocoolers [12].

Figure 4: Placement of linear prototype in the vacuum chamber.

chosen as 200. The analytical model accounts for the ohmic heating together with

conduction and radiation heat transfer only, as there is no convection heat loss in the

vacuum. The calculations show that the temperature of the 2.6 mm supply cable in the

vacuum chamber can increase up to 365 K, but even in this case the thermal load to

the cryocooler is lower than the 4.1 mm cable.

8. Conclusion

This paper presented the initial prototype of a claw-pole superconducting machine

topology. The biggest advantage of the prototype is having a stationary superconducting

field winding, which simplifies the cooling system and eliminates the mechanical issues

associated with a rotating superconducting field winding.

However, it is clear that the electromagnetic design of an HTS machine cannot

be finalized without addressing issues of thermal and mechanical problems associated
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Figure 5: Heat load and distribution of the temperature along the current feeding cable.

with the superconducting coil. Therefore, a small prototype is built to solve these

issues as early as possible by addressing the possible problems in manufacturing and

structural design. In particular, thermal and mechanical design of the superconducting

coil support structure is investigated. The prototype is planned to be tested in a big

vacuum chamber, under different field excitation and speeds in near future.
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